
LSE YouthMUN 2022 
PRESS CORPS COMMITTEE 

Dear delegates, 

Welcome to Press Corps at YouthMUN 20222! We are Solomon Westmancott and 
Eugene Brotons, and we’re delighted to be your chairs for the weekend. Press 
Corps is slightly different to other Model UN committees, so be ready to learn and 
adapt. 

Hello I’m Eugenia and I’m from Barcelona, Spain. I’m currently a first-year 
at the London School of Economics, studying PPE (Philosophy, Politics, and 
Economics). I started doing MUN when I was in high school, like you all, 
and my passion for discussing and debating world issues has only 
increased ever since. If this is your first experience with MUN I hope that 
we can provide you with an amazing experience that will lead you to love 
MUN as much as we do. Despite having participated in many conferences 
as a delegate, I have never had the opportunity to chair a committee, so 
this will be a first for me and I hope to learn with you as we go. If I’m not buried under piles of university 
work or having a blast MUNing, you’ll probably find me on the ski slopes (when in Spain) or the 
football pitch (when in London), at the club, or roaming aimlessly around London, admiring the city’s 
beauty. I’m really looking forward to meeting all of you and seeing some insightful contributions to 
debate. The topics and format of Press Corps really give you, delegates, an opportunity to think outside 
the box so take this freedom and impress us! 

Hey, I’m Sol, and I am going to be your other co-chair for the 
committee. I study economics at the London School of 
Economics, and I’m in my first year. I started Model UN this 
academic year, and this will be my first ever chairing 
experience. Therefore, I am really looking forward to learning 
and improving over the weekend alongside you as delegates, 
especially as Press Corps is a step away from what you know. 
In my free time, I enjoy reading about international 
development and learning pointless trivia, both activities that 

lend themselves to Model UN. As I chair this conference, I hope to see delegates who have 
really grasped the material in the study guide for both topics, as well as bringing in their own 
views and knowledge on the topics. 




